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Abstract:
This study investigates tutors’ perception towards students’ group work when they learn online as a proposed solution for overcrowded classes. The study context is the Egyptian Higher Education (HE) system and the research participants were 20 HE tutors who either teach in a blended learning environment or virtual classroom. This research adopted a phenomenological qualitative approach and data were collected through focus groups and one-to-one interviews. The study concluded that online collaborative learning offers opportunities for studying outside the standard brick-and-mortar classroom and potentially overcoming the problem of overcrowded classes. Although such option has certain advantages, it also presents its own challenges. Tutors acknowledged the benefits of online collaborative learning; however, the tutors also raised some cultural and pedagogical concerns they deemed as hindrances to the learning effectiveness as a whole. Recommendations concerning the effective implementation of online collaborative learning are given.
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1. Introduction

World Bank (2017) reported that many countries with limited resources are having difficulties to finance the escalating number of student and maintain quality of education at the same time. The Egyptian higher education is characterised by serious imbalance in teacher supply and student demand. Egypt is consistently ranked among top performing countries in university enrolment; however, it is ranked among poorest performing nations in terms of education quality (PwC, 2019). Egypt is ranked 100th (out of 137 countries) in terms of higher education and training (Schwab, 2015, p. 110). The Egyptian higher education system produces thousands of graduates every year, and yet the number of unemployed graduates is on the rise (OECD, 2010). The “free education for all” government policy has been implemented in Egypt since the 1950s, which leads to a number challenge as the population growth and demand for education surpass resource availability and teacher supply. Moreover, most lecture halls in Egyptian either reach or exceed the maximum seated capacity. In the internet age, however, online learning creates an alternative teaching delivery to accommodate rising demand for education without the need to increase room capacity.

This paper will examine higher education in Egypt, the problem of overcrowded classes and discuss the challenges of e-learning in Egyptian higher education institutions. This paper will also investigate the view of educators regarding the use of e-learning in Egypt. Finally, recommendations will be made on how to improve the delivery of e-learning in Egypt.

2. Higher Education in Egypt

Egypt has a highly subsidised public higher education system. The higher education system in Egypt is free and open to the masses, leaving the public institutions with scarce resources. Majority of the spending goes to operating expenditure of the public universities -- namely paying salaries for the administrators and educators -- and little goes for capital expenditure (PwC, 2019). Building and campus facilities are poorly maintained (Richards, 1992) and require repair (Holmes, 2008). Educators and students mainly rely on basic textbooks due to lack of access to supplementary reading material (Richards, 1992), computer (Nassef and Osman, 2000), and proper learning equipment needed in science and medical studies (Holmes, 2008). Most university auditoriums and lecture halls in Egypt do not have the seated capacity to accommodate the massive influx of students (Holems, 2008; OECD, 2015; Richards, 1992).

Since the 1970s, the policymakers in Egypt have been facing a long-time challenge to allocate educational resources effectively (Richards, 1992). With a growing population of over 100 million people (Al Tamimi & Company, 2018), Egyptian universities are often cited as overcrowded (El-Gamal and El Aziz (2012), under-funded (Al Tamimi & Company, 2018), under-performing (Lindsey, 2012), and “not serving the country’s need well” (OECD, 2010, p. 13) due to limited resources. As the population increases, there must be an accompanying emphasis on increasing the quality of education at all levels. However, the quality of higher education in Egypt is constrained by large class size, meagre faculty salaries, as well as insufficient learning materials and equipments (Al Tamimi & Company, 2018; Holmes, 2008; Richards, 1992).
The “free education for all” government policy is a challenge for the national economy and labour market. Reports from the World Bank (Richards, 1992; Schwab, 2015) found that Egyptian universities have a high level student enrolment in the Arab region. In the academic year 2016/2017, 3.3 million students enrolled in higher education (CAPMAS, 2019). The World Education Service (2018) recently stated that student enrolment in Egyptian higher education had increased from 31 percent in 2014 to 34 percent in 2016. With the projected population growth, the Egyptian higher education system is expected to enrol additional one million students in 2021/22 (PwC, 2019). However, the university campus has been unable to cope with the surge of student enrolment. Some lecture halls were 200 percent over its intended capacity, with seating capacity of 500 persons filled with 1500 students (Holmes, 2008). This is partially due to limited budget for infrastructure and facility that subsequently impedes the provision of sufficient seating capacity (Al Tamimi & Company, 2018). The overcrowded classroom is the focal point of this study and the next section will discuss this issue in depth and its impact on Egyptian higher education.

2.1. Overcrowded classes

The admission policy in Egyptian higher education is highly driven by socio-political considerations (Nassef and Osman, 2000) and it disregards individual preference in university admission (OECD, 2015). The basis for student selection is largely supply-driven rather than based on student preference (OECD, 2010), and thus “students might have been disadvantaged by the meritocratic admission strategy” (Emira, 2014, p. 31). The university admission is totally relied on the secondary school leaving examination -- Thanaweya Amma. A high score in the exam results leads to admission in majors with high salary or social prestige, whereas a low score in the exam either results in no university admission or admission into programmes with fewer job opportunities (Holmes, 2008). If a course or programme is overenrolled, “surplus students are compulsorily assigned to other programmes within the same institutions and are not allowed to opt for other preferences within or outside those institutions” (OECD, 2015, p. 118). Such practice leads to a growing number of the unemployed graduates who have little or no interest in their field of study (OECD, 2015). The outcome is an oversupply of educated unemployed, skill mismatch, and constrained labour market (OECD, 2010).

Students are more likely to receive more support and attention in a small class setting than a larger one. At the university level, the average student-faculty ratio is 15 across OECD countries, meaning 15 students per class (OECD, 2018). According to the Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics (CAPMS) (2019), the average student-teacher ratio in Egyptian universities rose from 21 in 1990 to 33 in 2016/2017. In Egypt, it is not uncommon for students to attend class in a lecture hall with more than twice its seated capacity (Holmes, 2008; El-Gamal, 2014; Richards, 1992). Students are forced to arrive class three hours early (Richards, 1992), sit on the floor (Holmes, 2008), or adopt a rotation system in which a group of students take turn in attending class (Richards, 1992). The high class densities and overcapacity not only have an impact on structural integrity but also learning outcomes.
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The rising number of student enrolment further stretches the already limited resources of universities in the country. Habibi and El-Hamidi (2015) warned that a lack of investment in higher education risks damaging the quality of education in Egyptian higher education and the value of university degrees. Many classrooms are poorly-maintained and ill-equipped (Richards, 1992; Holmes, 2008). The university libraries are under-funded and there is limited amount of books and academic publications available for students (Richards, 1992). Some university campuses have been the sites for political instability and unrest with student unions staging protests in front of the Higher Education Ministry due to inadequate educational resources and funding (Habibi and El-Hamidi, 2015; Emira, 2014).

The rapid population growth implies that demand for education will continue to increase and the main challenge for educators and policymakers is to improve quality of education in a cost-effective manner. One of the main determinants of the economic cost of education is the student-teacher ratio (Krugger, 2003). At institutional level, a large class (with over 100 students) is a cost-effective strategy to prepare student working in diverse global environment. However, critics argued that large class size has negative effects on learning effectiveness because large class size affects effective communication between tutor and student, and the student may feel unable to raise issues or questions (Gibbs and Jenkins, 1992). Educators are required to put extra efforts to accommodate different learning needs in a large class size (Gibbs and Jenkins, 1992; Orellana, 2006). In addition, educators may find it challenging to adopt a student-centred approach in a large class setting, mainly due to the difficulty in engaging students and inability to teach effectively in a crowded classroom (Gibbs and Jenkins, 1992). In recent years, however, technological advances have influenced learners at all ages and education across the globe. The rise of e-learning and the subsequent Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) not only enable educators to reach global audiences but also allow learners around the world to learn at their own pace.

The Egyptian Government has recognised the need to reform higher and further education, and initiated Higher Education Enhancement Project which is aided by a US$50 million loan from the World Bank (Independent Evaluation Group, 2011). The project aims to improve quality of university education and vocational training through educational technology and quality assurance mechanism. In 2008, 17 Egyptian universities were connected to the broadband; additionally, videoconferencing, digital library, and e-learning facilities were implemented in all universities (Independent Evaluation Group, 2011). The Higher Education Enhancement Project illustrates the importance of educational technology in preventing overcrowding issue in physical classroom and meeting the demand for higher education, which in turn, develops the kind of workforce which the country needs. As Welsh et al. (2003) argued, e-learning courses are not constrained by room capacity and number of educator, and therefore, avoiding the physical discomfort in an overcrowded classroom. The higher education system in Egypt could possibly benefit from the flexible aspect of online learning; which could be a partial solution to the overcrowded classroom (El-Gamal, 2014).

El-Gamal and El Aziz (2012) conducted a research on the perception of Egyptian university students and academics on the use of e-learning. According to their findings,
academics perceive e-learning as a partial solution to problems in Egyptian higher education system, namely overcrowded classes. E-learning is also perceived as cost-effective by the academics due to savings in transportation and expansion of classroom. El-Gamal and El Aziz (2012) also found that majority of the students who participated in the study are aware of e-learning and nearly half of them prefer e-learning mode; however, little is known regarding the relatively low preference for e-learning. El-Gamal and El Aziz (2012) suggested that Egyptian students resist to change and fear of uncertainty and thus not many of them prefer e-learning. It is possible that the provision of e-learning is still at its early stage in Egypt and thus affects user experience and also preference. There are many issues that factor into an effective implementation of e-learning which are discussed in the next section of this study.

3. E-Learning in Egyptian Higher Education

There are several initiatives to promote the use of educational technology in Egypt. Egyptian Knowledge Bank (EKB) is a government initiative aims at creating an online repository of information for the Egyptian citizens of all ages, from pre-schoolers to academics. The Ministry of Communications & Information Technology (MCIT) established Egypt Information and Communication Technology Trust Fund (Egypt ICT Trust Fund) to promote computer literacy among all Egyptian citizens. In 2012, the trust fund has created Universities Ideas Bank at Cairo University to help develop communication, marketing and ICT skills to enhance employability (Egypt ICT Trust Fund, 2019).

The Egyptian government has introduced a number of e-learning projects over the past decade. Founded by MCIT in 2004 the e-Learning Competence Centre (ELCC) develops online courses, in Arabic and English, to university students and local businesses. Originally designed to help all Egyptian universities to establish e-Learning centre in each university, National E-learning Centre (NELC) is now responsible for quality control and monitor online courses offered by the Egyptian universities. NELC also provides training and supports for academic staffs and university students as well as digitise teaching materials and create digital library for academic purpose.

Online learning is commonly used for continuing professional development and professional training in Egypt, especially formal training for police service (Open University, 2018). At the time of writing, each university in Egypt has its own e-learning centre. In addition to the established local public universities, there are four higher education institutions offer online courses for Egyptians. Established in 2008, Egyptian E-learning University is a private non-profit university offers distance education for learners in Egypt and neighbouring Arab countries. Other e-learning providers include Arab Open University which opened a branch in Cairo, whereas Mediterranean Virtual University and Avicenna Virtual Campus are networks of universities that deliver online courses collaboratively.
3.1. Connectivity
Given that internet connection and digital devices are essential to the implementation of e-learning, a review of the connectivity in Egypt is important to understand the institutional preparedness for adoption of e-learning. In 2008, 60% of the computers in all universities are connected to the internet (Independent Evaluation Group, 2011). A decade later, the internet penetration rate reached 48% in 2018 (Ministry of Communications & Information Technology, 2019). Open University (2018) reported that students often experience server problem and poor download speed when watching educational videos online. These technical problems are not highly unusual in developing countries; however, these problems do affect learning experience and progress.

3.2. Learning culture in Egypt
Rote learning and memorisation are still the dominant modes of teaching in Egyptian universities. University students in Egypt memorise what they learned from the textbook, often without being challenged to apply theory into practice or demonstrate how basic principles might be used in a fictional situation or problem (Richards, 1992). The overemphasis on memorisation and rote repetition of facts leaves no room for developing creativity and critical thinking skills. Learning is more likely to occur when students are able to make sense of they have learned from the tutor and recognise when and what conditions to apply them.

3.3. Online learning culture
It is equally important to have a learning environment that encourages interaction between and among learners and instructors. A supportive learning culture, where academic discussion is facilitated and supported by instructor, encourages student participation and develops communication skill. Unlike traditional classroom, online courses encourage participation from all students through interaction. Online discussion forum is the core element of e-learning in order to facilitate purposeful critical discourse and self-reflection. One major drawback of chalk and talk pedagogy is the absence of two-way communication between learners and instructor. In online discussion, students are required to share their thoughts and ideas with the class in a threaded format, so that participants can follow multiple discussion topics over a certain period of time. In addition to text-based communication, some online courses are provided with audio and visual presentation. Taking these together, e-learning offers an alternative mode of learning for Egyptians and potentially bridges the skill gap. The following section presents the underpinning theoretical background pertinent to the research, with a specific focus upon online collaborative learning theory.

4. Theoretical framework
There are various instructional designs that help instructors to facilitate and support teaching in an online context. For example, Bonk and Zhang (2009) proposed "Read, Reflect, Display, and Do" model (R2D2) for educators to enhance technology-based teaching for all learning styles. The R2D2 model consists of four phases, with each corresponds with four types of learning styles (linguistic, visual, kinaesthetic, and observational).
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- Read Phase: The “Read” phase is about acquiring knowledge through various mechanism including reading materials or non-text materials such as video and audio files.

- Reflect Phase: the “Reflect” phase refers to self-checking and reflection on content, which suits the learning of observational learners who observe, listen, and take time to assimilate information before reaching at conclusion.

- Display Phase: the “Display” phase represents visual learners who learn by using visual aid, chart, mind-map, graphic, flowchart, and video. In this phase, learners learn by producing visual presentation and consuming visual data.

- Do Phase: this phase aims to encourage hands-on practice or experimentation with the learned content. In this phase, learners demonstrate what they have learned either by solving problems in a simulation, analysing cases, or posting a report. The “Do” phase is more suitable for kinaesthetic learners who prefer “hands-on” experience and physical activities.

Figure 1 illustrates the relationships between these four phases and learning styles in R2D2 model.

The R2D2 model provides guidance for online learning, but it does not weigh on the role of peer-to-peer collaboration. The lack of peer-to-peer support and interaction has
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been identified as key factor that caused online learners to drop-out (Blass and Davis, 2003). Harasim (2012) proposed online collaborative learning (OCL) theory as a particular type of constructivist teaching that takes the form of instructor-led group learning to online learning environment. Online collaborative learning theory is based on the principles of constructivist, which recognises learning as a socially mediated process (Vygotsky, 1978) in addition to the use of internet technology. For Harasim (2012), discussion-based pedagogy is insufficient for learning or knowledge construction. Furthermore, students need “to be informed and guided by the norms of the discipline and a discourse process that emphasises conceptual learning and builds knowledge” (ibid, p. 90). In an OCL setting, students are encouraged to collaboratively solve problems through critical discourse instead of memorising facts. Instructors play a crucial role as a facilitator as well as a member of the knowledge community.

Harasim (2012) focuses on the importance of three key phases of knowledge construction:

**Idea generating**: this is where a group ‘brainstorm’, which gives the students a starting point for their learning within the online forums.

**Idea organising**: this is where learners analyse, compare, and contrast their ideas.

**Intellectual convergence**: this is where the learners reach a level of understanding, consensus, and intellectual synthesis, usually through the group work.

The absence of tutor facilitation has led to some students feeling overwhelmed by the excessive information from the internet and some difficulties in online navigation (Dixon et al., 2008). As consequence some students may resist, lose motivation and disengage (Palloff and Pratt, 2007). Figure 2 illustrates the core design principles of online collaborative learning.

![Figure 2: Pedagogy of group discussion](source: Harasim (2012, p. 95))

5. Methodology

This research is explanatory and descriptive in order to investigate whether online collaborative group work helps to resolve over-crowded classes. The context was the Egyptian Higher Education system and participants were 20 HE tutors who were teaching in a blended mode (face-to-face and online learning environment). An interpretive attitude of thinking which understands meaning and interaction between these elements, served as the philosophical perspective for this research. The research design for this study is phenomenological interpretive, and the instruments used for collecting data included focus groups and semi-structured interviews which gathered descriptions of lived experiences which were then reflected upon and analysed. This point of view is supported by Van Manen (2017) who claimed phenomenology is a project of thoughtful reflection on lived experience.

5.1. Purposive Homogenous Sampling

The researcher purposefully selects a sample that adequately represents the target population on the basis of these variables. In this study, purposive sampling was identified as the most appropriate method for sampling participants, since it focuses on the particular characteristics of a population (HE tutors), namely that of interest in and experience of online learning, the presence of which best assists in addressing the study purpose.

Homogeneous sampling was employed in this study as it enabled certain locations or people to be selected because they possessed similar characteristics. According to Guetterman (2015), the individuals or locations that possess the desired similar characteristics need to be identified by the researcher when adopting homogenous sampling. For the purposes of this study, the desired individual characteristic was online HE tutors both practicing and having experience of online teaching in HE, and the location was the Egyptian HE environment.

5.2. Sampling criteria

The sampling frame for this study was a list of 18 universities in Egypt: one online university and 17 universities that deliver online courses.

All universities were contacted through an email which was sent to the relevant academic faculty with details of the proposed study. Positive replies were received from four universities: two were able to accommodate the proposed timeframe in terms of data collection, while the other two asked to reschedule data collection to a period following student examinations. Because of the research timeframe, data collection proceeded with the faculties from the first two universities. The first faculty was located in the North of Egypt, which established a department of “Instructional Technology” to educate tutors on how to teach in a virtual learning environment and communicate with students verbally and visually using online technology. The second faculty is located at the capital of Egypt, Cairo.

5.3. Participants

All tutors who teach online courses across the disciplines at the two universities were emailed to ask if they would be their willing to participate in this study. 20 online
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tutors replied and agreed to participate in individual interview and focus group. Participants include both men and women. Table 1 below summarises the demographic profiles of the research participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Number of tutors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online teaching experience</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3 years</td>
<td>10 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 years</td>
<td>5 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10 years</td>
<td>5 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching environment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online learning</td>
<td>5 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blended learning</td>
<td>15 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>9 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>11 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CPD provided to tutors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online authoring tools</td>
<td>20 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft skills in online delivery</td>
<td>5 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-40 years</td>
<td>15 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-50 years</td>
<td>3 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;50 years</td>
<td>2 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main duties</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching</td>
<td>20 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authoring online modules</td>
<td>5 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of the University</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural area</td>
<td>5 tutors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban area</td>
<td>15 tutors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4. Data Collection
All participants took part in the interviews and focus groups. The main reason for using interviews in this study is that interviews provide flexible, spontaneous, explicit and immediate responses (Flick, 2006). In this study, interviewees narrated their professional experience in teaching and their understanding of online education in Egypt.

Additionally, this study also adopts focus group as data collection method because it allows participants to build upon ideas and give spontaneous views on the subject matter (Bryman, 2012). The participants were given options to join four different focus groups (FG1, 2, 3, 4), and each has different time slot and location. Each participant selected the group they would join based on their preference and time availability.

5.5. Data Analysis
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) was used to analyse the data. Smith et al. (2010) pointed out that IPA is an approach to analyse data in a qualitative research with an idiographic focus, which means it has a focus on the particular rather than the general. More specifically, IPA requires small sample size and it weighs on detailed, reflective, rich data in order to develop insightful analysis.
6. Data and Findings

This section first reports the challenges and issues that tutors experience in overcrowded face-to-face classes. Next, the merits or issues concerning online social collaboration as a response to the face-to-face classes are outlined in the following four sections: a) the impact of online learning on social collaboration/isolation; b) methods of social communication; c) the role of the tutor in encouraging and maintaining social collaboration, and d) the advantages and disadvantages of online forums as a proposed method of social collaboration.

6.1. Over-crowded face-to-face classes

When discussing overcrowded classes, tutors focused on three issues: the challenges for tutors, the impact on learning, and possible solutions.

Most commented on the challenges they faced and recognised the difficulty to facilitate their teaching strategies in overcrowded classroom. For example, in FG3 and FG4, discussion was centred on learning effectiveness for individual learners in large class setting. Over-crowded classes were deemed as the main obstacle to knowing each individual learner. Tutors referred to the impact of overcrowded classes and there was an agreement that overcrowded classes led to a decline in teaching quality and overall student experience. For example, during an individual interview P19 mentioned that in the social science faculty, students may never get to know their classmates as the number of students in an academic year often exceed 2000 students. In FG2, two tutors were of the view that class sizes greater than 10 students can lower the quality of learning and teaching, while in FG3, class sizes should not exceed 50 students, several tutors in FG1 agreed that, online learning is suitable for a large number of students in class.

Several tutors proposed some solutions to the over crowdedness of classes. In FG2, P7 and P8 both agreed with the view that online learning could turn the problem of overcrowded classroom into a conductive learning environment. Furthermore, there was a common view that online education is more cost-effective than traditional brick-and-mortar settings. Some of the tutors in FG2 and FG4 suggested privatisation of higher education. However, this suggestion was disagreed by others because the current political parties remain unwilling to privatise Egyptian higher education for the time being.

6.2. The impact of online learning on collaboration and social isolation

In the focus group discussions, tutors had a number of different views concerning social collaboration and social isolation in online learning. Some tutors were optimistic about the interactive features of online learning platforms for students. Among these optimistic tutors, some stated that the anonymity of online learning is particularly appealing for introverts or those who have difficulties socialise with others. One tutor stated: "One of my students expresses himself better when he is behind the screen than face to face" (FG4, P17). Three more tutors were of the opinion that students who were socially confident by nature, an online learning environment maximises their natural tendencies and widens their social network. P9 in FG2 commented “Online
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learning allows students to explore diverse backgrounds, languages and cultures, to communicate and collaborate with students from different areas.”

In FG4, one tutor mentioned the transition from secondary education to tertiary education from a gender perspective. In areas with conservative traditions, male and female students attend classes separately in pre-tertiary education, while the sexes are not separated in the classroom at university level. P13 in FG3 stated, “In the face-to-face learning environment, girls are normally shy and try to avoid talking to boys as much as possible”. Another tutor in the same focus group agreed and added that in this case e-learning provides a more appropriate social environment, where male and female students can work collaboratively more freely compared to face-to-face class. In FG2, two tutors agreed that online learning provides a good opportunity for female students to socialise and expand their social network; and perhaps more effective than face-to-face since they can meet friends anytime and anywhere without leaving their homes.

On the other hand, a few tutors strongly expressed their opinion that online learning can lead to social isolation. Two tutors, in FG1 and FG3 respectively, argued that this was an issue that affected all students since the physical and temporal separation between and among tutor and student can develop a sense of isolation. As one tutor stated: “Avatar replaces Muhammad” (FG1 Int1). In the individual interview another tutor (FG4, P17) commented that many students preferred checking their friends’ Facebook updates or posting messages rather than chat with their friends face-to-face.

Some of the tutors in FG4 were more pessimistic about the interactive feature of online learning, based on the view that online learning would minimise oral communication thereby reducing opportunity to talk, especially for introverted students. Some tutors from FG3 also share similar concern. Both groups recognised the impacts of individual differences and learning styles to learning, and believe that if a student has a difficulty to interact with others, this student may exhibit the same behaviour online as they do in a physical classroom.

6.3. Methods of social communication
The second issue to emerge from the data was related to the different methods recommended by online tutors for online collaboration. Most tutors in the focus groups tended to endorse social networks, explaining that through these sites, students can chat, comment, discuss, and share resources. Two tutors in FG2 and FG4 were of the opinion that social networks work well to break the ice between students in online learning, and another added that, through these social networks, students could stay up-to-date regarding timetables, examinations, and assigned tasks.

However, majority of the tutors had a negative opinion of Facebook. For example, P13 in FG3 stated “Facebook is an open and informal network, so it is unreliable”. While several made mention of Wikis and Blogs, others were hesitant about recommending sites at all. Majority of the tutors approved of social forums which were part of the Learning Management System (LMS); some added that they recommended social forums in the LMS on the condition that they were fully monitored by the university
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server. One of the tutors stated “social networks should be restricted to the topics discussed only, no side topics that allow learners to drift away” (FG1, P5).

6.4. The role of the tutor in encouraging and maintaining social collaboration

This section corresponds with Harasim’s final position (2012) about the critical role of the tutor in the construction of knowledge, not only through facilitating the process and providing resources to the group, but also through ensuring that the core concepts and practices of the subject domain are fully integrated. According to the research data, all tutors agreed that it is part of the online tutor's role to maximise and maintain social collaboration between online students. Two tutors suggested the tutor needs to initiate some activities, including sharing and commenting. Several mentioned the importance of the tutor’s role in selecting group members to form homogenous groups that work together successfully. In a one-to-one interview, P9 in FG2 explained that, in some groups, one person dominates whereas others are marginalised. This tutor stated “Some group members monopolise the discussion and impose their ideas on others”. Notably, this was a point mentioned by tutors who had concerns about group work and had a negative experience with working in groups in the past. Another aspect on which tutors agreed was students need to be monitored closely in online collaborative work.

Advantages of online forum

One tutor (FG3, P15) suggested that it requires less effort for the online tutor when the students are motivated to learn. Another advantage of social collaboration, mentioned by one tutor in FG4, is that when students socialise, discuss, comment, agree and disagree, they feel that they take an active role in learning. Two other tutors (FG2, P8 and FG4, P16) think that student motivation is central to study online.

A few tutors brought up the idea of student-student interaction in online forums. P8 and P9 discussed the steps of this interaction, with online students get to know each other first, then proceed with exchanging information and experiences with each other. Further, P10 in the same focus group suggested that, at this point, it is likely that these students may start thinking together and elaborate on their thoughts together.

Student-tutor interaction was mentioned as another type of interaction by P18 and P19 in FG4. P18 commented that interaction is a two-way influence between student and tutor, stating that “there is tutor-student interaction where I get to know my learners through interacting and socialising with them.”

Disadvantages of online forum

Conversely, there were disadvantages to online social collaboration which caused concerns for some tutors. Two tutors in FG2 and FG4 commented that they would limit collaboration to minimum due to concerns about non-contributing group members and unequal workload between group members. In FG2, a tutor in their one-to-one interview, confirmed “I recommend social forums but excluding the social aspect from them”. When asked about the meaning of “excluding the social aspect” in social forums, the tutor explained: “If the group is closed, private and members are assigned only by the tutor, this means that this is a socially excluded group”. There were also tutors who believed that online social forums were simply not for learning. In FG1, P6 went as far to describe it as “…a waste of time”.

Two tutors in FG1 and FG4 highlighted their concerns about assessment in the form of questions: "If a student gives wrong information to another student in an online group work, how can you as a tutor know? How do you correct this wrong information? How can I know what they learn from each other? How can I make sure that what they learn is useful and correct?"

A number of tutors repeated what had been said on the role of tutors in guidance and monitoring as discussed earlier, but the tutors who had raised the questions did not seem fully persuaded. The tutors who had discussed the influence of the individual differences between students in their social collaboration and the issue of isolation also lead to a number of concerns. In FG3 and FG4, a few agreed that, for some students, forums were distracting, claiming students relied on the tutor as the only source of knowledge, and any knowledge from any other source served as a distraction. Losing student’s attention was raised as a concern by two tutors in FG4, one of them again mentioned that when students work collaboratively, the tutor is not the only source of information in the session. Another tutor (FG2, P8) added that as a consequence, a student will not be attentive in listening to the tutor anymore, since there are others who can be sources of information. Another tutor, who in general had a positive perception of students’ online communication and collaboration (FG1 P1), highlighted that group discussion in group work can end up discussing topics away from the course syllabus. This view is shared by other participants in the same focus group, and stresses the importance of following course syllabus and time frame.

In the final debate between advantages and disadvantages of group work, in FG2, two tutors confirmed that group work requires preparation, promotion, and education. P8 stated “Not all students know how to either criticise others or how to respond to criticism”. Finally, P1 mentioned the political demonstrations and the following unrest in Egypt with regards to higher education reform, a topic he prefers to avoid.

7. Discussion

Tutors in this study acknowledged the benefits of online learning. However, they expressed a number of concerns about the use of online collaborative works in Egyptian higher education. Tutors explained that it is a challenge to accommodate different learning needs especially when the groups are heterogeneous with regard to their skills and learning behaviour. The issue of social loafing is not uncommon in face-to-face setting; the tutors of this study also noticed that some students tend to exert less effort in online group projects than working alone. It is difficult for the tutors to constantly monitor learning progress in a large class setting. Furthermore, some tutors noticed that online collaborative works actually create social isolation for students who are more introverted.

Another main concern that was highlighted in the findings for online group work is the need to handle disagreement and defuse conflict. Therefore, some tutors preferred to avoid online group work and preferred individual tasks. According to Cohen and Lotan (2014, p. 57), “vigorous disagreement is one of the positive features of cooperative learning”, where students realise that there is more than one legitimate perspective for
the same problem. However, students may exhibit antisocial behaviours if their views are rejected by other members of the group; subsequently, tutors are understandably overwhelmed and distressed (Cohen and Lotan, 2014). Oakley et al. (2004) explained tutors face two main challenges in group work: firstly, team work requires students to develop strong communication, coordination and conflict resolution skills, which not all tutors feel qualified to teach; secondly, fair assessment could be difficult due to social loafing and it requires thoughtful consideration of learning objectives and a combination of assessment approaches.

As a start to embed collaborative work to overcome the aforementioned challenges, a conceptual change is needed in teaching approach and learning behaviour. This means that both learners and instructors should be more open to the idea of constructive criticism and respectful disagreement. Tutors also need to set clear guidance on online classroom behaviours, remark what kind of behaviours are deemed inappropriate and should be avoided (Cohen and Lotan, 2014).

In summary, there are many advantages and disadvantages of embedding collaborative online work into the Egyptian higher education system. On the positive side, the use of online learning platform appears promising in the context of Egyptian higher education for economic reasons. For university administrators, virtual classroom costs less than a physical room. As Welsh et al. (2003) claimed, online environment eliminates the need to enlarge room capacity to accommodate greater number of students. For university students, the flexibility of online learning allows them to study at their own pace and convenience, thereby allows them to work and study at the same time. The flexible aspect of online learning is particularly important to Egyptians who need to fulfil their financial responsibility towards their family (El- Gamal and El-aziz, 2012). Additionally, online collaborative works provides an alternative mode of learning where students communicate, collaborate, plan, synthesise and evaluate their work.

On the negative side, tutors raised their concerns about online group work for the following reasons. First, online collaborative works may reinforce social exclusion because ethnic minorities and disabled students may feel isolated from their peers and the lack of experience in communicating with the minorities discourages the ethnic majorities to interact with the minorities. Second, tutors encountered students with varied level of digital preparedness, and thus believe that students should prepare themselves better before undertaking online courses. Third, tutors struggled to identify individual contribution to a group work due to problems such as free-riding and social loafing. Group work itself presents a number of problems, namely personal conflicts between group members, unwilling to collaborate, and inability to compromise. These problems occur in both virtual and face-to-face environment, however.

8. Recommendation and Conclusion

Large class size is one of the main challenges in Egyptian higher education. Embedding online collaboration into course syllabus can help to develop skills that are necessary in an increasingly digitalised global economy. While the tutors in this study acknowledged the benefits of online collaborative learning, some tutors gave negative feedback regarding group work due to the following reasons. From a cultural
perspective, there is a cultural resistance to online learning among Egyptians. This finding is consistent with the study of Open University (2018) and El Gamal and El Aziz (2012). From a pedagogical perspective, tutors expressed their concerns about the difficulty to identify and assess individual contributions of each student in a group project. A common method to solve this problem is to let team members quantify their contributions by themselves. Such peer assessment involves students in grading and thus empowers students to take responsibility for their own learning.

All tutors in this study agreed with the view that virtual classroom is useful and partially solve the problem of overcrowded physical classroom. Nonetheless, teaching online is an educational challenge itself. The skills and knowledge required for an effective online instructor differs from the conventional chalk-and-talk lecturer. Facilitating meaningful discussion and keeping students engaged in an online context require a student-centred approach. For autonomous learning, R2D2 model (Bonk and Zhang, 2009) is recommended for Egyptian instructors because it outlined a number of learning activities for different individual learners. Bonk and Zhang (2009) use Read, Reflect, Display and Do, as organising categories and suggested over one hundred learning activities for online instructors. At the time of writing, it appears that the tutors in Egypt mainly adopt text-based online discussion in their teaching, without considering the use of audio and video formats in teaching and assessing students’ understanding of the theories. For example, student-produced video has been recognised as a viable assessment (Avramenko and Begum, 2018), which could be adopted in online courses. For collaborative learning, Harasim’s OCL theory (2012) emphasises the interactive aspect of collaborative learning in an online context. This form of learning weighs on peer-to-peer collaboration and the role of instructor to facilitate meaningful discussion.

The Egyptian higher education system is in need of a conceptual change at all levels. An introduction of new form of teaching like online collaborative learning is subject to resistance from organisational culture and many individuals, namely students and educators. A conservative culture, fears of uncertainty, overprotection of current practices all constitute to resistance to any meaningful change in teaching. An understanding of the nature of change as well as regular communication can be useful in facilitating change. At the individual level, students need to be prepared for learning as a group and understanding virtual classroom etiquette. They need to understand how to handle disagreement and avoid conflict. Tutors need to rethink their teacher-led, one-to-many communication model and consider teaching modes such as online collaborative learning and the use of peer assessment. At institutional level, Academic institutions need to train the trainers and equip tutors with necessary know-how and tools. In academia, educators tend to be conservative and generally sceptical of educational change. For that reason, a highly participatory process and regular communication can help educators to understand and appreciate online collaborative learning. At national level, the state should consider the need to modernise course content and promote collaborative learning countrywide.

8.1. Research limitations
This study has research limitations resulting from the data collection method and research scope. Firstly, the research was conducted at two educational institutions in
the North of Egypt, which is not generalisable to other contexts. In the southern parts of the country, some areas and communities follow conservative traditions in many aspects of life such as clothing and gender segregation in schooling. Therefore, caution must be exercised in studying the perceptions of tutors with regards to academic freedom and responsibility, and the cultural differences here should be taken into consideration as part of further investigation.

Secondly, this study mainly focuses on the perceptions of the tutors regarding online collaborative work, which therefore hides a multitude of other possible topics that may also be worth exploring, such as students’ readiness for digitalisation or their acceptance of tutor authority. An investigation into students’ perceptions which was not be possible in this study due to the constraints of time and wordage, could help to triangulate the study's findings and answer further related questions that might emerge.
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